. Larry Swanson at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, has proposed that 500-1,000 such anatomical units exist within the brain, and Mitra thinks that linking these will prove challenging but not insurmountable. "Larry has deep knowledge of the relevant literature, and estimates that only around a third of these possible mesoscopic connections have ever been studied," Mitra says. "But when I sat down and thought about the cost to map out those connections, I was shocked to find that it actually shouldn't take that much time, money or effort. present 20 × 20 × 25-nanometre resolution limit of SBF-SEM. However, SBF-SEM can image much greater volumes -on the scale of two to three orders of magnitude more -making focused ion beam and SBF complementary rather than competitive tools.
A beautiful mind
There are alternatives to electron microscopy -particularly for researchers interested in more than a static snapshot. "All the things I've studied up until now have been dynamic questions, " says Lichtman. "And you just can't do that with electron microscopy -you've got to kill it to look at it!" Lichtman's solution was the Brainbow transgenic mouse 3 , which uses a site-specific DNA recombination system to randomize expression of multiple fluorescent protein genes in neurons, yielding intermediate colour combinations that distinguish each cell from its neighbours. With a broad portfolio of commercially available fluorescent proteins from which to choose -including the Living Colors proteins made by Clontech in Mountain View, California, and the TurboColors proteins from Evrogen in Moscow -Lichtman's group had many options. However, just a handful of colours proved sufficient to generate nearly 100 distinct labels. "All of the colours of the rainbow that we see are interpreted from three pigments in our retina, " he explains. "So we just inverted that, thinking that if we could just mix different amounts of three colours in different cells, we should be able to get all the visible colours of the rainbow. "
In other cases, more selective labelling is . Callaway works with modified rabies virus, a pathogen that spreads so efficiently across mouse neurons that a single particle injected into the brain can prove lethal. His viruses are constrained via deletion of a key glycoprotein gene. "We preserved the ability to replicate and amplify, but provided a means to control the spread, " he says. "Deleting the glycoprotein gene also allows us to control the initial infection and target specific cell types. " Some investigators are applying viral tracing to trace entire networks of interconnected cells, but Callaway is mostly interested in targeting smaller 'neighbourhoods' . "When we get to the point where we can go into a live animal and target one cell and label every single input to that cell, that will be a huge advance, " says Callaway. "But it's clear we're far from labelling all of them. We're now labelling 
